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1. Change Log
Version

Date

2.0

st

Feb 1 2018

Description

Document Creation

Owner

Mastel – Godoy
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2. Environment
The current work environment forces us to improve the analysis of the existing information to
optimize the resources and the investments in the sector.
Business Intelligence platforms allow us to consolidate information from different management
applications making possible this analysis in no time.
The hospitality sector has been managed for years by multiple technological platforms offering
closed solutions in which the integration with external modules was very difficult. Management
applications have been limited to connectivity with other applications or external solutions.
The Hotel Dashboard is born with that philosophy: to enable the hotel to integrate the
information from different existing data sources from the hotel or hotel group software platform
through the Business Intelligence without limitations.
The hotelier can cross data and information from its management applications (hotel,
commercial, events, quality control, technical services, interfaces, points of sale, purchase,
inventory, finance, web, etc.,) independently from the software vendor of these applications.
With this he can optimize the business management through specialized programs for each one
unifying the information effectively through the Business Intelligence.
For those hotel groups that work with different brands, different hotel software by region, or
other technologies, they can unify the information easily.
Through the Hotel Dashboard and its modules, it is possible to centralize data from the different
management software’s. Furthermore, the Hotel Dashboard is designed to only acquire the
licenses needed to work with, adapting to your budget and investment capabilities. Providing
you with what just only a few hotels of the market have discovered: the optimization of their
business management through the Business Intelligence analysis.
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3. Single Profile Overview Solution
The digital and technological strategies of hotels and hotel chains seek to improve the quality of
information gathered from customers to use it in their marketing and customer loyalty
programs.
The reality is that hoteliers face multiple non-integrated management systems that make the
information spread throughout different databases. Management programs are the heart of any
hotel. Sometimes there are Central Information and Reservations Systems that unify customer
profiles in a unique platform at the corporate-level, so that every property can access a shared
profile database.
Despite this type of centralized customer systems, the daily usage of the operational system and
other platforms installed at the individual properties, make the consolidation of customer data
almost impossible with the standard management systems.
Let's look at an example from the hospitality market:
A hotel group has a central reservation and customer system integrated with the PMS (Property
Management System) to access customer profiles, search for availability between systems, and
download reservations.
On the other hand, the group has individual hotels that include extra services such as golf
courses, spas, sports centers, restaurant reservations and quality control systems, among
others. All these services are managed withdifferent programs and contain extremely valuable
information that will hardly be consolidated in the corporate central system.
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Visits
8

Hotel
Revenue
23.000,00 €

Date

Full Name

16/05/5015 Rafael Godoy

Room
Nights
25

Leisure
Revenue
2.500,00 €

Email

Phone

Passport

rgodoy@mastel.es

34647740875

07493955B

Activities

F&B
Revenue

Visits

5

1.900,00 €

3
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The situation described above is a reality in most hotel groups and resorts, which can be linked
to user mistakes when entering reservations, often duplicating existing profiles. This is mainly
being caused by the fact that individual properties within a Hotel Group use multiple
management programs, making it harder to consolidate profile data and statistics throughout
the group, and therefore making it more difficult to identify customers and offer a high-standard
service.
Mastel Hospitality has developed a new solution for the Hospitality sector to tackle this
weakness.
What is the "Single Profile Overview" solution?
Single Profile Overview has been created as a solution in the Hotel Dashboard, looking forward
to merge existing customer profiles throughout the different Hotel Group databases.
The Single Profile Overview allows users to have consolidated information about the customer's
billing by sales center, business area, hotel, market, or any other criteria that we want to include
in our analysis.
The system is designed to upload information from the different databases, and through specific
algorithms it analyzes each of the existing profiles through their emails, telephones, passports
or identity documents. When there are duplications, the system unifies them according to the
criteria set by the hotel or hotel chain, resulting in a single profile that merges the data of the
duplicates.
Additionally, this process allows warnings and reports to be automatically generated and be sent
to the users who create duplicated profiles, to avoid future mistakes and be able to fix it by using
the available tools in the PMS (Profile Merge). If this process is carried out regularly, when the
Single Profile Overview system updates the data, the duplication will not be shown again.
Thanks to this system, we can count on a real high-quality database, with complete and superior
information of the different management programs used in the hotel group. The possibility of
carrying out marketing actions, campaigns or offers based on customers interests, is a reality
thanks to the Single Profile Overview.
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3.1. Dashboard
The Dashboard gives us the values existing in the Consolidated profile table as well as per
each database that BI is connected with. It also show a comparison of Data´s quality of each
Database and the main consolidate revenue figures by different segmentation (Month,
Origin´s country, Profile Name)

3.2. Client Data
The consolidate table shows the main Profile´s values that have been filled up with the
Merging algorithms defined in the BI. There are also shown a table for each database the BI
is connected with which shows the main Profile´s values defined in each of them so it can
be done an easy analysis of which information has been taken from each Database to create
the Consolidate profile. Mention that these tables can also be used as a big tool to discover
duplicated profiles in each database.
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3.3. Revenue by Client
Taking into account that each Area of a property business could be managed by different
applications (and therefore different Databases), in the revenue consolidate table, the BI
shows a consolidated revenue information and number of activities done/booked that
clients has been made in each different area of the property Business (Hotel, Spa and Golf,
Tennis , etc.. ) so a full picture of the client´s expenses through the whole property Business
is easily obtained.
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3.4. Top 15
The two top bar charts allow the analysis of the hotel main KPI´s (ADR, Room Revenue and
No. nights) either by Client Name or Client´s country Origin.

3.5. Customer View
BY selecting a Customer profile, the BI shows in one only point the revenue´s figures
generated in the property the actual year (past and Projected) and its comparison against
previous year. It also shows the split of the revenue among the different areas of the
property business.
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3.6. Ad Hoc Report
A Dynamic report is configured so the BI application´s user can define the dimensions (fields
for grouping purposed such as Customer, Month) and the expressions (values to calculate
such as Revenue, No. Activities done, etc) to build their own report depending on the cross
information needed to analyze.
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3.7. Data Source 1 – OPERA PMS
A revenue table for the Opera database is defined to allow a deeper analysis of the customer
expenses in this particular Area of the business (in which restaurant spent more money,
which room type normally book, etc..). Ad hoc fields can be added depending on the
information analysis requirement´s level.

3.8. Data Source 2 – Concept Golf & Spa Software
A revenue table for the Concept database is defined to allow a deeper analysis of the
customer expenses in this particular Area of the business (in which Complex spent more
money, which activities normally book, etc..). Ad hoc fields can be added depending on the
information analysis requirement´s level.
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3.9. Data Source 3 - Sport Software
A revenue table for the Onesystem database is defined to allow a deeper analysis of the
customer expenses in this particular Area of the business (which activities normally book,
how often book, etc..). Ad hoc fields can be added depending on the information analysis
requirement´s level.
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The information provided in this document is only indicative and should be reviewed and defined
according to the applications software installed on each client hotel property. Prior to the closing
of a Business Intelligence project, the team of Mastel Group will issue and deliver a document
defining in detail de scope of the project based on the personalized needs expressed by the hotel
management team.
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